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Cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy of InAsSb/InAsP superlattices
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ABSTRACT

Cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy

compositional structure in InAs0.aSb0.,@As073P0.mand Ms083Sb0-,@As0.@P0.@strained-

layer superlattice structures grown by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition. High-

resolution STM images of the (110) cross section reveal compositional features within

both the InAsxSb,.x and InAs~,.Y alloy layers oriented along the [112] ~d [1T2]

directions — the same as those in which features would be observed for CuPt-B type

ordered alloys. Typically one variant dominates in a given are% although occasionally

the coexistence of both variants is observed. Furthermore, such features in the alloy

layers appear to be correlated across heterojunctioninterfaces in a manner that provides

support for III-V alloy ordering models which suggest that compositional order can arise

from strain-induced order near the surface of an epitaxially growing crystal. Finally,

atomically resolved (1TO) images obtained from the kAsOmSb0.,@s073P027 sample

reveal compositional features in the [112] and [112] directions, i.e., those in which

features would be observed for CuPt-A type ordering.
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L INTRODUCTION

Mid- to iong-wavelength infrared emitters and detectors are of great importance

for applications such as chemical sensing, fiber communication, molecular spectroscopy,

and infrared detection. InAsXSb,.X-basedalloys and superlattices have shown great

promise for mid- to long-wavelength infrared devices operating at wavelengths from 2-

12pm.12 These materials are of particular interest because in narrow band gap materials,

the threshold energy for Auger processes, which frequently suppress the radiating

recombination,3 is reduced and the wavelength at which emitters operate at room

temperature is therefore typically limited to -2. l-2.3p.m.4 For InAsxSbl.X-basedmaterials

grown on GaSb or InAs substrates, the compressive strain in the InAsXSbl.Xlayer will

facilitate population inversion in laser structures’ and will suppress Auger processes by

decreasing the hole effective mass and increasing the Auger process threshold energy.’ In

addition,InAsxSbJInAs~,.Yheterostructureshave been of considerable recent interest for

such applications, because the enhanced valence-band offset improves the heavy-light

hole splitting within the compressively strained InAsXSbl.Xlayer, further suppressing

Auger processes.c Crystal quality is also expected to be improved due to strain

compensation.

For a variety of ternary and quatemary III-V alloys, features in compositional

structure such as ordering, clustering, phase separation, and spontaneous compositional

modulation have been observed to occur.7-10Such features may significantly influence

material properties such as band gap,’] interface quality, carrier mobility, or luminescence

spectra.12-15Indeed, partial CuPt-B type ordering has been observed to occur, and to lead

to a reduction in band gap, within In&lbl., alloys for Sb compositions as low as x=0.07-

0.14.2’0In InAsXSb,.Xalloys, ordering-induced band gap narrowing can extend the useful

photoresponse to 8-12pm, corresponding to band gaps as small as -100 meV, much

smaller than expected for random alloys.*c The existence of similar compositional

structure, and its precise nature, within InAsXSbl.#nAs~l-Ysuperlattices, and especi~ly

within the InAsxSb,.Xlayer, may significantly influence material and device properties. A

detailed understanding of the atomic-scale compositional structure within such
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heterostructures is therefore essential for optimization of material properties and device

performance.

In this paper, we describe ultrahigh-vacuum cross-sectional scanning tunneling

microscopy (STM) studies of pseudomorphic WsxSbl.@s~l-Y str~ned-layer

superlattices (SLS) grown on InAs (001) substrates. Details concerning the experiments

and sample structures will be discussed in Section II. High-resolution STM images

obtained from both cross-sections of InAsxSbl.@As#,.Y SLS s~ples reve~ing features

in compositional structure with orientation similar to that observed in both CuPt-B type

and CuPt-A type ordering will be presented in Section III. Furthermore, compositional

features with similar local strain relative to that in the surrounding material are observed

to be correlated across the heterojunction interfaces, suggesting that strain play a very

important role in the determination of compositional structure in these materials. Section

IV concludes the paper.

Il. EXPERIMENT

The InAsxSb,./InAs},.Y multiple-quantum-well (MQw) s~ples usedin these

studies were grown by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD). The growth

temperature was 500 “Cand the growth rate was 2.5 Ms; additional details concerning the

growth apparatus and procedures are described elsewhere.c”” Figure 1 shows a schematic

illustration of the sample structure and STM geometry. For each sample, a 500~ InAs

buffer layer was grown initially on n-type InAs (001) substrates, followed by a ten-period

~AsXSbl-#As~loY MQW structure, and finally another InAs~l.Y layer. Here We present

results obtained from two samples — a 65A InAsO.#bO,~/90~ InAsO.TJPOmMQW structure

sample, and a 110~ InAs0,81SbO#12A InAsO6POJMQW structure sample. STM studies

were performed on both (110) and (1 10) cross-sectional surfaces exposed by in situ

cleaving in an ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) STM chamber at a pressure of -7x1O” Torr.

Electrochemically etched W tips and commercially available Pt/Ir tips cleaned in situ by

electron bombardment were used for these studies.
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Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2(a) shows a three-dimensional rendering of a 210&10~ fflled-state

(110) constant-current STM image of the 65A InAsOWSb01j90~InAsO,,POnmultiple

quantum well structure, obtained at a sample bias of -1.6V and a tunneling current of

O.lnA. The InAsXSbl.xlayer appears brighter (higher topographically), while the InAsYP,.Y

layer appears darker (lower topographically), with a typical topographic contrast of -2-

2.5A between the two layers. The topographic contrast observed between the InAsXSb,.X

and II@US#[.Ylayers can arise from two sources. First, the valence-band edge of

InAsonSbO,, is higher than that of InAs0,,P0,2,,leading to a larger tip-sample separation,

i.e., greater topographic height, in the In#@bi-, layer in a filled-state constant current

STM image. Second, the compressive and tensile strain in the InAsXSb,.Xand InAsYP,.Y

layers, respectively, will lead to actual topographic variation on the cleaved surface. The

compressively strained InAsXSbl-Xlayer will protrude slightly, while the InAsYP,.Ylayer,

which is under tensile strain, will be slightly depressed. These morphological variations

will also cause the InAsXSbl.Xlayer to appear higher and the InAsYP1-Ylayer to appear

lower topographically. A simple calculation based on elasticity theory’g.” indicates that

the amplitude of these undulations should not exceed a few tenths of an angstrom, the

contrast between the InAs08TSb01~and InAs0.7jP0,27layers therefore appears to be primarily

eIectronicaI1y induced.

In addition to the overall contrast between different layers, detailed variations in

contrast corresponding to local variations in electronic and, by extension, compositional

structure are clearly visible. Specifically, compositional features aligned along the <112>

directions in both the InAsXSb,-Xand InAs~l.Y layers are clearly seen. k Fig. 2(a),

compositional features along the [112] direction in the (110) plane (perpendicular to the

[1i 1] direction in the crystal), are clearly visible in both the InAsO,,POnand InAsO,#bo,,

alloy layers. These [1 12] features are associated with compositional variations along the

[17 1] direction in the crystal. In CuPt-B type ordering, the type most commonly

observed in III-V zincblende semiconductors, the composition is periodic with a period of

2a/& (where a is the cubic lattis constant) along the [i 11] and [1T 1] directions in the
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crystal. The features seen in Fig. 2(a) are therefore reminiscent of those associated with

the (1T 1) variant of CuPt-B type ordering. However, the compositional structure

observeddoes not correspondto actual CuPt-B type ordering, for which the periodicity in

the [1T 1] direction would be only -7A. The observation of compositions.I variations

along only the [Ii 1] direction is most likely a local characteristic of the area imaged by

STM, as previous studies of InAsXSbl-Xalloys have shown that CuPt-B type ordering can

occur in these materials with local variations present in the relative intensities of the

(i 11) and (li1)va&m.s.’”

Closer examination of the STM image reveals that compositionrd structure in the

alloy layers appears to be correlated across heterojunction interfaces. Specifically, dark

regions in the InAsYP1-Ylayer in Fig. 2(a) appear to extend across the heterojunction

interfaces in the [i 12] direction and merge with dark regions in the InAsXSbl.Xalloy. In

the InAsXSb,.Xalloy, increasing the Sb concentration will cause the valence-band edge to

move higher in energy and the degree of compressive strain to increase, while in the

InAsYP,-Yalloy, increasing the P concentration will cause the valence-band edge to move

lower and the degree of tensile strain to increase. The areas of dark contrast in the

InAsYP,.Ylayer, therefore, correspond unambiguously to regions of P-rich composition,

with greater tensile strain than the surrounding alloy, while those in the InAsXSbl.Xlayer

correspond to As-rich regions, with less compressive strain relative to the surrounding

materhd. The alignment of P-rich regions in the InAsYP1.Ylayer with As-rich regions in

the InAsXSbl.Xlayer observed in the image therefore corresponds to an alignment within

(17 1) planes across heterojunction interfaces of regions with a smaller average lattice

constant than the surrounding material.

Fig. 2(b) shows a three-dimensional rendering of a 230~x230~ filled-state (1 10)

constant-current STM image of the 110~ InAsO.$bO.l#l12A InAs0.WP04multiple-

quantum-well structure, obtained at a sample bias of -1.8V and a tunneling current of

O.lnA. In this image, compositional features aligned along the [112] and [1T2]

directions are visible in both the InAsO,JSbo.,,and InAsO@POalayers. Unlike the region
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shown in Fig. 2(a), where compositional variation is observed predominantly along the

[1T 1] direction, features corresponding to compositional variation in both the [1 11] and

[IT 1] directions are observed to coexist in this image. On the basis of previous

transmission electron diffraction studies of InAsXSbl-Xalloy ordering in which the relative

intensities of CuPt-B type ordering variants were found to vary with location in the

sarnple,’” we believe that observations of compositional features along both the [i 11]

and [1 11] dkctions or of compositional features along only one of these directions in

different images reflect local variations within a given sample, rather than systematic

differences between samples.

Fig. 2(b) also reveals the presence of correlations of compositional features across

the heterojunction interfaces similar to those seen in Fig. 2(a). As with the previous

sample, increasing the Sb concentration in the InAsXSb,-Xalloy will cause the valence-

band edge to move higher in energy and the degree of compressive strain to increase,

while increasing the P concentration in the InAs#l.Y ~lOY will cause We v~ence-b~d

edge to move lower and the degree of tensile strain to increase. Darker features in both

the InAsXSbl.Xand InAsYP1.Ylayers are therefore associated with an average lattice constant

smaller than that in the surrounding material, while brighter features are associated with a

larger average lattice constant. The observation in both samples studied of correlation

across heterojunction interfaces of regions with similar strain relative to the surrounding

material suggests that local strain is a significant factor in determination of compositional

structure in these materials. Theoretical models of ordering in III-V alloys have

suggested that alloy ordering arises from strain-induced order in surface reconstructions

present during growth that is subsequently incorporated into the structure of the

epitaxially grown alloy.2&Z Our observations described above are consistent with such

models of ordering during epitaxial growth, and further suggest that, to some degree, such

ordering can propagate across heterojunction interfaces.

We have also obtained STM images of the (110) cross-sectional surface for the

65A InAso~7Sbo,~/90~InAso,~Po,2,multiple-quantum-well sample. These images provide
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additional information about compositionalstructure within the group V sublattice. Fig.

3(a) shows a three-dimensiond.l rendering of an atomically resolved (170) filled-state

STM image obtained at a sample bias of -1.65V and a tunneling current of O.lnA. From

this image we see that features oriented along the [112] and [T12] directions are present

within the InAsXSbl.Xlayer. Such features correspond to compositional variation along the

[111] and [11l]directions,

variations occur for CuPt-A

CuPt-B type ordering.Zn

respectively, the same as those in which compositional

type ordering, which is observed much less frequently than

The resolution attained in this image is sufficient for more detailed investigations

of compositional structure on the exposed (1 1O) surface, which reveal nanoscale regions

within the alloy in which strong CuPt-A type ordering appears to occur. In the magnified

view of the InAsXSbl.xlayer shown in Fig. 3(a), a compositional feature aligned in the

[i 72] direction is indicated. The bright and dark atoms in the image correspond to Sb

and As, respectively. Simple counting yields a composition of approximately

InAsOnSbOnin this region of the alloy. In the magnified view, three arrows indicate the

intersections of three adjacent (111) planes in the crystal with the exposed (1iO) cross-

sectional surface. Fig. 3(b) shows the compositional structure that would correspond to

ideal CuPt-A type ordering, with the planes corresponding to those indicated in Fig. 3(a)

marked by arrows. In the uppermost plane indicated in Fig. 3(a), six of the seven group

V atoms in the top layer are Sb, with one being undetermined. In the bottom plane

indicated in Fig. 3(a), five of the seven group V atoms in the top layer are Sb. In the

middle plane, only the rightmost [110] row of atoms in the top layer clearly contains Sb;

the remainder appear to be As atoms. For perfect CuPt-A type ordering, the top and

bottom planes would contain only Sb, and the middle plane only As. While the group V

composition in the second-layer atomic rows cannot be determined unambiguously from

this image, the compositional structure observed in the top-layer rows strongly suggests

that the area described above possesses a high degree of the (111) variant of CuPt-A type

ordering. Because the average Sb composition in the alloy is only -13%, it is not

unexpected that only small regions of highly ordered material would be observed.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Cross-sectional STM has been used to investigate compositional structure in

hAs08,Sb0,3~As073POnand InAs083SbO+,JhAs0,@PO@strained-layer superlattice samples.

Filled-state (110) cross-sectional images of both samples reveal compositional features

within both InAsXSbl.Xand InAs#,.Y layer with orientations that are the same as those

present for CuPt-B type ordering; regions in which compositional variations in both the

[i 11] and [111] directions coexist as well as areas in which one orientation dominates

are observed. Furthermore, clear evidence is found that certain compositional features

are correlated across heterojunction interfaces within the superlattices. Detailed analysis

reveals that these compositional features are associated with local strain, suggesting that

strain plays a very important role in the determination of compositional structure within

these materials. These observations lend support to theories of ordering in epitaxially

grown material in which surface reconstructions present during growth induce near-

surface compositional order, which is then incorporated into the epitaxially grown alloy.

Finally, atomically resolved (110) cross-sectional images of an MsOmSbO,@sO,,pO.,,

multiple-quantum-well sample reveal nanoscaie regions in the InAsxSb,.Xlayer within

which the compositional structures appears to possess a high degree of CuPt-A type

ordering.
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Figure Captions.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the sample structure and STM geometry used in these

studies. Samples consist of a 500 ~ InAs buffer layer grown on an n-type InAs (001)

substrate, followed by a ten-period InAsxSb#nAs~I.Y multiple-quantum-well structure

capped by a final InAsYP1.Ylayer.

FIG. 2 (a). Three-dimensional rendering of a 210&210~ (1 10) constant-current STM

image of the kAs0,wSb01@AsOTJPOz7multiple-quantum-well structure, obtained at a

sample bias voltage of - 1.6V and a tunneling current of O.lnA. [T 12] compositional

features correlated across heterojunction interfaces are marked by arrows. (b). Three-

dimensional rendering of a 230&230~ constant-current (110) STM image of the

InAsO,,,SbO,#nAsOtiPO@multiple-quantum-well structure, obtained at a sample bias

voltage of - 1.8V and a tunneling current of O.lnA. [y 12] and [172] compositional

features correlated across heterojunction interfaces are marked by arrows.

FIG. 3 (a). Three-dimensional rendering of a constant-current (170) STM image of an

InAsO,,SbO.l,layer within the hAsOwSbo,#nAsO,,POmsuperlattice, obtained at a sample

bias voltage of -1.65V and a tunneling current of O.lnA. Compositional features aligned
——

in the [112] and [1 12] directions are delineated by dotted lines. The magnified view at

right contains an area with a high degree of CuPt-A type ordering. (b) Schematic

illustration of the (111) variant of perfect CuPt-A type ordering in InAsXSb,-x.
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